The CNR electric corridor now accessible via Plugsurfing
Plugsurfing extends its excellent coverage on the French fast charging network
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BERLIN, 24.11.17 - The fast charging network deployed by CNR opens the way to the
Mediterranean Sea with 161 tri-standard 50 kW charging points, compatible with all EVs
and now accessible via the Plugsurfing charging key.
There are 27 stations along the Rhône which, from the Swiss border to the Mediterranean Sea,
allow electric car drivers to travel further and recharge faster. Concerned with a truly sustainable
electric mobility, CNR ensures the supply of its stations with 100% renewable electricity which is
simultaneously produced. CNR is committed to promoting electric mobility and has made
everything possible to facilitate access to it. The collaboration with Plugsurfing is the perfect
illustration of this, offering free access to all users of the European leader in charging.
“Plugsurfing works hard to offer its users a strong European charging network with reliable
access. The addition of the network of CNR charging stations fits perfectly in this logic.” , says
Plugsurfing's Business Developer, Quentin Ducreux Lerebours. “The access to CNR corridor’s
stations offers all our users excellent coverage for fast charging in France.”
EV drivers are as of now able to use and pay for their charging session with the P
 lugsurfing
Charging Key, available for €9.95 and offering access to more than 54,000 charging stations in
Europe.

About Plugsurfing
Plugsurfing is Europe’s largest charging network, covering 53.000+ charging points in 24 countries. As a strong
partner of car manufacturers, fleet operators and leasing companies, Plugsurfing ensures seamless access to
charging points and easy payment for any electric car driver.
We believe that technology can solve problems that really matter. Creating products like Plugsurfing can make the
world a more efficient and greener place. Plugsurfing was founded by Adam Woolway and Jacob van Zonneveld in
2012 and is located in Berlin since then.

About CNR (Compagnie Nationale du Rhône)
CNR is France's leading producer of 100% renewable electricity (water, wind, sun) and the Rhône's multi-purpose
concessionaire from the Swiss border to the Mediterranean Sea. Industrial model of public interest, CNR plays a
major role in the development of territories crossed by a river. As a key player in the energy transition and the fight
against global warming, CNR is innovating every day as a future energy laboratory-company serving the territories.
CNR has deployed an electric corridor of 27 charging stations, from Léman to the Mediterranean Sea. Approximately
30 km distant and each equipped with 2 fast charging stations, the stations are located on the secondary road
network, close to city centers, business areas and crossing points from one bank to the other of the Rhône.
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